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THE LATTICE OF /-GROUP VARIETIES

BY

J. E. SMITH1

Abstract. For any type of abstract algebra, a variety is an equationally defined

class of such algebras. Recently, attempts have been made to study varieties of

lattice-ordered groups (/-groups). Martinez has shown that the set L of all /-group

varieties forms a lattice under set inclusion with a compatible associative multi-

plication. Certain varieties Sp (p prime) have been proved by Scrimger to be

minimal nonabelian varieties in L. In the present paper, it is shown that these

varieties can be used to produce varieties minimal with respect to properly

containing various other varieties in L. Also discussed are the relations among the

S„ (n G iV), and it is established that all infinite collections of the S„ have the

same least upper bound in L. Martinez has also classified /-groups using torsion

classes, a generalization of the idea of varieties. It is proved here that L is not a

sublattice of T, the lattice of torsion classes.

1. Introduction. As the study of varieties of groups has proved to be such a useful

tool in group theory, it is natural that varieties of lattice-ordered groups (/-groups)

are of interest to those concerned with /-group theory. The first works to appear in

this area dealt mainly with specific varieties. Weinberg's work on abelian /-groups

[14] led to the conclusion that the abelian variety â is the smallest nontrivial

/-group variety. Martinez [9] considered a family of varieties £„ (n G N) defined

by the equation x"yn = y"x". Scrimger [13], working within the £„ showed that

certain varieties §p Q tp cover & for all primes p. Holland [6] proved that the

variety 91 of normal-valued /-groups contains every proper /-group variety.

A more comprehensive study of /-group varieties was made by Martinez [10], in

which the set L of all /-group varieties was shown to form a complete lattice, using

containment as the partial order, with a compatible multiplication. The present

paper is an attempt to extend the work on the structure of L and to further

investigate the role of the S„'s within this lattice. The notation to be used will

follow the lines of that used by H. Neumann [12].

Starting near the top of the lattice L, we show in (2.2) that 91 is finitely

join-irreducible. At the other extreme of the lattice, it is first shown in (3.11) and

(3.12) that the sublattice of L generated by {§p\p is prime} is lattice-isomorphic to

the lattice of finite sets of primes. However, this isomorphism does not extend to

the complete sublattice generated by {§>p\p is prime}, as it is shown in (3.14) and

(3.17) that the join of any infinite collection of S„'s is the variety generated by

ZWrZ.
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The other main result of this paper deals with the relationship between L and T,

the set of all torsion classes of /-groups. It has been shown by Martinez [11] that T

also forms a lattice and a semigroup. Holland [7] has shown that L Ç T. As both

the meet and multiplication operations are identical in L and T, it is natural to ask

whether L forms a sublattice of T. In (4.3) and (4.4) it is shown that this is not the

case and that in general the join operations of L and T do not yield the same

results.

2. The lattice-ordered semigroup L. A variety of /-groups is the class of all

/-groups for which a given set of words (involving the group and lattice operations)

are laws. Equivalently a variety of /-groups is a class of /-groups which is closed

with respect to /-subgroups, /-homomorphic images, and cardinal products (direct

products with componentwise ordering). Some of the /-group varieties of particular

interest are S the trivial variety, & the abelian variety, <3l the representable variety,

91 the normal-valued variety, and £ the variety of all /-groups.

The set L of all /-group varieties is known to be a dually-Brouwer and hence

distributive lattice, with intersection functioning as the meet operation, and the join

of a collection of varieties defined to be the intersection of all varieties containing

those in the collection. Similarly, it is possible to describe the variety generated by

an /-group G, /-var(G), as the intersection of all /-group varieties containing G. In

addition, we may define an associative operation on L such that for %, T G L,

^l "V contains all /-groups G having an /-ideal in % whose quotient lies in CV~. This

operation is compatible with the set containment ordering on L and distributes

over all meets and finite joins from the left.

Martinez [10] has shown that G G T, V % iff G is a subdirect product of

/-groups from T, and %. He has also shown that 91 is idempotent in L, i.e.

9191 = 91. It is now to be shown that 91 is finitely join-irreducible as well;

however, the proof of this fact will require the use of wreath products.

Let G and H be /-groups. Due to a theorem of Holland [5], there exist chains fi,

and fi2 such that G and H can be considered as /-groups of order-preserving

permutations (/-permutation groups) on fi, and fi2 respectively. It should be noted

that an order-preserving permutation g on a chain T is considered positive if

yg > y for all y G T. Using this representation for G and H, let (W, fi) =

(G, fi,) Wr (H, fi2) be the order-preserving permutation group on fi = fi1 xfi2,

where all elements of W are of the form (9, h) for h El H and 9: fi2 -^ G, and the

action of W on fi defined by (a,, a2)(9, h) = (a^a^, a2h) for any (a,, a^ G fi. It

can be verified that the group operation on W is such that (9, h)(<f>, k) = (\p, hk),

where for a G fi2, xp(a) = 9(a)^>(ah). Using this multiplication on W and the usual

ordering of order-preserving permutations discussed above, W is an /-group [8],

and is called the Wreath product of G with H. Within W,

W' = {(9, h)\9(a) = eG for all but a finite subset of fi2}

forms an /-subgroup which also acts as an /-permutation group on fi = fi, Xfi2.

This /-subgroup is called the wreath product of G with H and is denoted by

(W, fi) = (G, fi,) wr (H, fi2). When an /-group G is itself totally ordered, it is
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possible to consider G as an /-permutation group on itself, using right translation as

the action. In such a case, G is usually preferred over the more cumbersome

notation (G, G); so the notation (G, fi,) Wr 77, G Wr (77, fij), G Wr 77, etc. make

sense in this context and will be used where appropriate.

2.1. Lemma. TeL is finitely join-irreducible if Y is closed under wreath (Wreath)

products.

Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose Y is finitely join-reducible. Then there

exist %, % G L such that 1, c % % c T and Y = % V %¿- Since a variety

is generated by its subdirectly irreducible /-groups [4], there must exist subdirectly

irreducible /-groups H G Y\%, and K G Y\%2. Holland [5] has shown that

there exist chains fi, and fi2 such that (77, fi,) and (K, fi^) are transitive /-permuta-

tion groups, i.e. a group G acts transitively on a set T if for all y, 8 G T there exists

g El G such that yg = 5. Then (W, fi) = (77, fi,) wr (A', fi^ is also a transitive

/-permutation group (similarly for the Wreath product), and If G Y by assump-

tion. Thus, W G %, V ^2, so W must be a subdirect product of /-groups from %,

and 6ll2, i.e. there must exist /-ideals Ax and A2 in W such that Ax n A2 = {e},

W/Ax G %, and W/A2 G %. If Ax were trivial, then ^ G %; and since 77 is

/-embeddable in W, then H G %,, contradicting our selection of 77. If yl2 were

trivial, then W G ^j and since K is an /-homomorphic image of W, K G %2,

contradicting our selection of AT. Thus, neither Ax nor y42 can be trivial. Hence,

there must exist A, G Ax , h2 G ^42+, and a, ß G fi such that aA, > a and /3A2 > ß.

Also, by transitivity, there exists g E W such that ag = ß. Now since ßg~xhxg =

ahxg > ag = ß, both g~xhxg E Ax and A2 G A2 move /3. But this is impossible for

disjoint /-ideals. Therefore, Y must be finitely join-irreducible.

2.2. Theorem. 91 is finitely join-irreducible in L.

Proof. Martinez [10] has shown that 91 is idempotent, and hence closed with

respect to all extensions including Wreath and wreath products. Thus, by (2.1) 91

is finitely join-irreducible.

3. Properties of the Scrimger varieties. It is known that & is the smallest

nontrivial variety in L. In an attempt to generalize (£, the family of varieties £„ for

n E N were introduced, where £„ is the variety of all /-groups in which all nth

powers commute. Obviously, £, = & and £m Q £„ if m\n. Also, within each £„ is

an /-group [9] of the form

Gn = {(<b,k)EZ Wr Z|<K0 = *(j) if i =j (mod n)}.

Such an /-group may also be viewed as a lexicographically-ordered splitting

extension by Z of a cardinal product of n copies of Z, with the multiplication

defined by

(i>o» • • • . rn_x), k)((s0, . . . , s„_x), I)

= ((r0 + ^O+lfc' • • • > rn-\ + Sn-l+k)> * +   ' )'
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where r¡, Sj, k, l G Z and all subscripts are considered mod n. These /-groups and

the varieties they generate, where S„ = /-var(G„) is known as the nth Scrimger

variety, have been shown to be of great interest in the study of L. Some of the more

useful facts concerning the G„ and S„ are:

3.1. For any n E N, Gn is an /-subgroup of Z Wr Z.

3.2. For any n E N, Gn is a subdirectly irreducible /-group.

3.3. For &.nynEN,GnE&2 = &&.

3.4. For m, n E N, Gm E £„ iff m\n.

3.5. For m, n E N, £m Ç £„ iff m\n.

3.6. For «, n > 1, Sm V S„ C Smn and £m V £„ C t^.

3.7. For any n E N, <3l A £„ = & and «R, A §„ = & [9].

3.8. For m, n E N such that (m, n) =1, £m A £„ = @>, §m A §>„ = #, and

£m A §„ = A [13].
3.9. For any prime p, §>p covers & in L, i.e. no variety lies between & and Sp

[13].

3.10. Proposition. For any variety Y G L and any prime p such that Y A %>p =

&, YV §p Ciwerj Y m L.

Proof. Since L is a distributive lattice, the interval {* 6L|Tc * C T V

§>p} is lattice-isomorphic to the interval {%GL|ä = YA§pC%C§;,} [3],

and hence is empty.

Thus, it is known that for any prime p, 91 V %>p covers 91. Also, for any integer

n and prime p such that p \ n, S„ V^ covers §>„ and £„ V %>p covers £„.

Extending this notion by means of induction leads us to the following result.

3.11. Corollary. For any finite set of distinct primes {px,p2, ■ ■ . ,pm}, \Z{^>P\i

= 1, . . . , m) covers V{§yl' = \, . . ■ , m — \).

3.12. Proposition. For any primes px, . . . ,pm, qx, . . . , q„,

\/{%p\i=\,...,m) ÇV{^=1.n)

iffiPv ■■ "Pm)  Q  {il>. • •>?„}•

Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. To prove necessity, suppose V{§V,I' =

1, . . . , m) Q V {§9yU = 1, . . • , "}. Then for any/?,,

SÄ C *Á A ( V l*JiJ = 1, ...,»})- V {(§>„,. A §J|7 = L • • • , n).

Hence, for somey, §p = S^. A §>?., implying that/?,- = çy.

Accordingly, the sublattice of L generated by {Sp\p is prime} is lattice-isomor-

phic to the lattice of finite sets of primes. To investigate whether or not the

complete sublattice of L generated by {S^l/» is prime} is lattice-isomorphic to the

full Boolean lattice of sets of primes, it is helpful to consider conditions under

which an /-group is /-isomorphic to Gn for some n G N.

3.13. Theorem. An l-group G is l-isomorphic to Gn iff it is generated (as a group)

by two positive elements a and b such that

(i) a < b, and

(ii) for 1 < i < it - 1, b-'ab' A a = e and b~nabn = a.
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Proof. To prove necessity, it need only be noted that the elements

((1, 0, . . . , 0), 0) and ((0, . . . , 0), 1) of S„ satisfy the conditions on a and b

respectively.

To prove sufficiency, let us assume that G is an /-group generated by positive

elements a and b satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). Define a function v. (/„ —» G by:

((r0,...,,-„_,),k)v = I Ro(b-wy>\bk,

where r¡, k E Z. To verify that v preserves the group operations, it should be noted

that condition (ii) guarantees that all conjugates of a by powers of b commute in G.

So, for arbitrary elements of G„,

[((ro> • • • » r«-i)> *)((*» • • • f Sn-\)> O]*

■ n-\

while

- ( II (b-'ab'y^^Ab^',

((r0, . . . , rn_x), k)p((So, ..., sn_x), l)v

- \"iiQ{b-wy\bk["^(b-Javy\b'

= ( n (b-wyM n (b-j+kabj-k)Abk+i

= l HÜ.(b-'ab'y\( nfHb-wyAbk+'

= I II (b-Wy+^k\bk*''

with all subscripts considered mod n. Hence, v is a group homomorphism.

In order to prove that v preserves the lattice operations as well, it is helpful to

first show that b exceeds the /-ideal of G generated by a. Suppose there exists

m E N such that am \ b. If am = b, then a and b would commute. So, in fact,

am ^ b, and then (b~xab)m *fc b. By Holland's theorem [5], there exists a chain T

such that G acts as an /-group of order-preserving permutations on T. Thus, there

exists some y ET for which

y(b~xab)m > yb > y. (*)

Since y is moved by (b~xab)m, it is moved by b~xab. Then condition (ii) implies

that ya = y, so (yb)(b~lab) = yb and (ybXb~xab)m = yb. But by (*), (yb)(b~lab)m

> y(b-lab)m > yb. Thus am < b for all m E Z, and similarly (6_/a6')m < * for all

i, m E Z. Now this and the disjointness of the conjugates leads us to:

II (b-'ab'y = V (b-'ab'y < b
i-0 '-o
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for any r0, . . . , rn_x G Z. Again this inequality must in fact be proper, as a and b

do not commute in G. Hence, b exceeds the /-ideal of G generated by a and so

dominates the order on G.

Now for any ((r0, . . . , /■„_,), k) E Gn, ((r0, . . . , rn_x), k) V ((0, . . . , 0), 0) is

computed to be ((r0, . . . , rn_,), k) if k > 0, ((0, . . . , 0), 0) if k < 0, and ((r0 V

0, . . . , r„_, V 0), 0) if k = 0. In the case where k > 0,

( IT (b-iabiy\bk Ve = ( IT (¿>-'a6')r'V

since bk dominates. Similarly, for k < 0,

I  II (b'iabiy\bk \/e = e.

For k = 0, let us divide (0, . . . , n — 1} into two disjoint sets 7 = {i\r¡ > 0} and

J = {j\rj < 0}. Then

( II (b-'ab'y) Ve=[n (b-'ab'yV J[ (b-Job*)'''] II (b^aVy
\ i-0 J I ie/ j&j \j^J

II (b-'ab'y II (b-iaVyr> II {b-iaVy

n-\

= IT (b-'ab'y =  II (b-'ab'yv0.
¡6/ 1=0

Thus v is an /-homomorphism.

Suppose (J¥¡Zo(b~'ab')r>)bk = e. Then k = 0, since b strictly exceeds all products

of conjugates of a. Now let us divide (0, . . . , n — 1} into 7 and J as above. Then

ni<=/(6~'a/>')'1 = IljeAb-Wyi. So if some rt > 0, then

(b-'ab'y = (b-'ab'y A U {p~iab¡yri
j<EJ

-  IT ((b-'ab'y A {b-Jab>yr') = e,
j&j

contradicting the fact that b~'ab' > e. Thus rQ = r, = . . . = /•„_, = 0 and j» is

one-to-one.

To complete the proof it is necessary only to note that since every element of G

is of the form am°bmiam2 • ■ ■ bm", such a term can be re-expressed as the image of

some element of Gn by merely adding and subtracting appropriate powers of b

throughout.

3.14. Theorem. If {ma\a G N] is any infinite subset of N, then V{S„J« e N]

= V {S„|m G N), i.e. there is only one variety in L that is an infinite join of S„'i.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for n E N, G„ E V {§>/»Ja E N}. lî n\mß

for some ß, then §„ Q §m ç\/{§ffl|«eiV}; therefore, we may assume that for

all ma, n\ma. We may also assume that n <ma for all a E N, since there is only a

finite set for which this is not the case, and that the set ( S^ } is ordered so that

ma < ma+, for all a E N.
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Now let G be the cardinal product of the G^'s. So elements of G are of the form

(fai> ̂ i)> Ok» ̂ 2)» (<í>3' ^3)» • • • )» where for all a E N, ka E Z and «#>a: Z ^*Z such

that <ba(j + ma) = <f>a(7) f°r every j E Z, and the ka dominate the order.

Let us pick a, b E G of the form a = ((»//„ 0), (»|/2, 0), («//3, 0), . . . ) and b =

((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1), . . . ) where for all a G N, $JJ) is 1 if y = 0 (mod n) and is 0

otherwise and 0(j) = 0 for 0 < j < ma and extended mod ma to all j G Z. Then

certainly b > a > e in G. For 1 < i < n — 1,

b-'ab' = ((*w, 0), (^2j(, 0), (^3,, 0), . . . ),

where ^a>i(j) = «/'«O — 0 f°r all a E iV and 7 E Z. Therefore,

b-'ab' A a = ((«/.,,, A *„ 0), (^ A ** 0) (**, A «fe, 0), . . . ),

where (^ A ^„)0) = 0 for all a G Af and 0 </ < ma - 1 and (i//a,. A *J(0) is 1

if i = /Ma (mod «) and is 0 otherwise. Similarly,

b-'ab' = ((*,,„, 0), (^2>n, 0), (^„, 0), . . . )

with ^„(7) = ^a(j - n) for all a E N andy E Z. Hence,

6-Wa-1 = ((*,,„ - *„ 0), (^2>„ - fc, 0), (*3>n - fc, 0), . . . ),

where for all aGiV, (^ - ^o)(0) = *a(0 - n) - *a(0) = *a(m„ - «) - *a(0) =

0 - 1 = - 1 since n <ma and n} ma; (»//„„ - «//JO') is 1 if ma = (« - y) (mod n)

and is 0 otherwise for 0 <j < « — 1; and («^an — »/'„Xy) = 0 for n < j < ma — I.

So for any a E N, (\pan — \pa) has exactly two nonzero entries, both of which occur

within the first n terms.

Now, let M be the /-ideal of G generated by b-'ab'a'1 and {b~'ab' /\a\\ <i

< n — 1}. Obviously, b & M. Also, for any g E M, where g = («>,, 0), (<p2, 0),

(<b3, 0), . . . ), there is a uniform bound on the number of nonzero entries for the </>„.

However, this is not true for the ipa, so a £ M. Obviously, aM and bM in G/M

satisfy the conditions of (3.13), so the /-subgroup of G/M generated by aM and

bM is /-isomorphic to G„. Thus, Gn E V {§>mja EN}.

Using this theorem, it is now possible to answer a question posed by Martinez

[10].

3.15. Corollary. L is not a Brouwer lattice.

Proof. S3 = S3 A (Vi^-I" e N)) according to (3.14), but V{(§3 A §2»)l" G
N) = & by (3.8).

Note that the proof above is actually of a stronger result, i.e. meets do not

distribute over infinite joins even of towers in L. Also (3.14) eliminates the

possibility of dropping the idea of taking quotients when generating an infinite join

of varieties.

Since for all n E N, Gn is an /-subgroup of Z Wr Z, \/{%n\n E N) Q l-

var(Z Wr Z). In order to determine whether this containment is proper, it is necessary

to look at a generalization of (3.13).
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3.16. Theorem. An I-group G is l-isomorphic to Z wr Z iff it is generated (as a

group) by two positive elements a and b such that

(i) a < b, and

(ii) b-'ab' A a = e,for all i E N.

Proof. To prove necessity, the elements a = (9, 0) and b = (0, 1) of Z wr Z,

where 9(j) is 1 if y = 0 and is 0 otherwise and 0(7) = 0 for ally E Z, can readily be

shown to generate Z wr Z and satisfy conditions (i) and (ii).

For   the   proof   of   sufficiency,   define   v.   Z wr Z —> G   by   (<f>, k)v =

(LTiez(6_/a¿>,)'í,<í))6*. Since for only a finite number of integers i is <b(i) ¥= 0, this

function is well defined. By arguments analogous to those of (3.13), it can be shown

that v is an /-isomorphism.

3.17. Theorem. V{§n|» E N) = /-var(Z Wr Z) - /-var(Z wr Z).

Proof. First it should be noted that Z Wr Z is an £-extension of Z wr Z, i.e.

every element of Z Wr Z can be expressed as a join of a pairwise disjoint subset of

elements of Z wr Z. As Bernau [1] has shown that /-group varieties are closed

under    £-extensions,    it    suffices    simply    to    show    that    Z wr Z   E

V{S> €: AT}.
Let G be the cardinal product of the Gn. Then elements of G can be expressed in

the form ((<f>,, kx), (<f>2, k^, (<f>3, k3), . . .), where for every n E N, kn E Z and <f>„:

Z —» Z such that <¿>„(y + n) = <p„(j) for all j E Z, and where the kn dominate the

order in G. Let us pick a, b E G of the form a = ((\¡/x, 0), (\¡>2, 0), (i|>3, 0), . . . ) and

b = ((0, 1), (0, 1), . . . ) where for all n E N, »//„(y) is 1 if y = 0 (mod n) and is 0

otherwise and 0(y) = 0 for ally E Z. Thus, b > a > e.

For any / E N, b-'ab' = ((*,,„ 0), (^ 0), (^ 0), . . . ) where ^.(y) = *„(y -

/') for all n E N and y E Z. Therefore,

b-'ab' A a = (<*w A fi, 0), Wfc A *» 0), (^ A ** 0), . . . )

where for any n E N, (\¡/n¡ A *P„)(j) = 1 if both *',y = 0 (mod n) and is 0 otherwise.

So for any given i, only a finite number of w's will divide /'; thus, only a finite

number of the (¡pni A $„) will be nonzero functions for that /'.

Let M be the /-ideal of G generated by {b~'ab' /\o\i E N}. Obviously, b G M ;

and since all of the <//„ are nonzero functions, a $ M. Hence the /-subgroup of

G/M generated by aM and bM is /-isomorphic to Z wr Z by (3.16), and Z wr Z

s V {$> e *}.

4. Varieties and torsion classes. An alternate system of classification of /-groups is

that of torsion classes [11]. A torsion class is a collection of /-groups that is closed

under taking convex /-subgroups, /-homomorphic images, and joins of convex

/-subgroups in the collection. Let T denote the class of all torsion classes of

/-groups. Then using definitions analogous to those for varieties, it is possible to

define the operations of meet, join, and multiplication on T. It is also worthy of

note that for any /-group G, the join of all convex /-subgroups of G belonging to a

torsion class 5" is itself in 9". This join is called the ?T-torsion radical of G, denoted

9"(G), and is a characteristic /-ideal of G. It follows that G E 9" iff G = *5(G), and

GEg"V^iffG = ^(G) + %(G) for any ï,%eT,
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Holland has shown that all /-group varieties are torsion classes [7], and Martinez

has shown that T is a complete Brouwer lattice [11]. Hence, by (3.15) we have that

L is not a complete sublattice of T, as otherwise it would inherit the Brouwerian

structure. It then remains to ask whether L is even a sublattice of T.

4.1. Definition. A variety Y is said to have the lex property if for every G E Y,

Gt E Y, where G$= G X Z.

4.2. Proposition. 7/ { YJa E 21} is a collection of varieties having the lex property

and cil E L, then:

(i) A Ya and VX bave the lex property,

(ii) %-Ya has the lex property.

Proof, (i) That /\ Y„ has the lex property is obvious. If G E V Ya, then

G^¡H/K where 77 has /-ideals Na with D Na = {e} and 77/AT, E \ for all

a E 91. Then <7# « (H/K\ « HJ(K X {0}), where Na X {0} is an /-ideal of 77,,

with D(Na X {0}) = {(e, 0)} and 77#/(iVa X {0}) « (H/Na\ E %, since Ya has

the lex property. Thus, G„ E V Ya.

(ii) If G G %X, then G has an /-ideal N E % with G/N E Ya. Therefore,

N X {0} is an /-ideal of G„ with Gt/(N X (0}) « (G/N\ E \ since Y„ has the

lex property. Hence, G$ E ^LYa.

4.3. Theorem. Let {Ya|aE2i}6ea collection of varieties, all having the lex

property, such that % c LV{Ya|a E 21} for all ß E 21. Then L\/Ya D TVX

(where LV and TV denote joins in L and T respectively).

Proof. Since LçT, LV% D TVY0. Thus, we need only show the contain-

ment to be proper. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 21 is well-

ordered and that for any a Gl, Ya(|;U{Y^|/?<a}; since otherwise, such

"unneeded" varieties could be thrown out without affecting the final join in either

LorT.

If 21 has no largest element, then choose Ga E Y0\ U {Y^|/8 < a}, for each

a E 21. Then by (4.2), G = (II Ga)„ E L\/Ya. If G E rV%, then G = 2 %(G),
where %(<?) is the Ya-torsion radical of G and hence an /-ideal of G. All proper

/-ideals of G are contained within (TJ Ga) X {0}, and such /-ideals cannot generate

G. Thus, for some ß E2Í, G = °Vß(G), implying that G E Y^. Since Gß+X is an

/-subgroup of G chosen outside of Y^, the desired contradiction has been reached.

If 21 has a largest element a0, then for some y E 21, Yy (£Ya . So, choose

Ga E Y0\ U {%\ß <a} for each a E 21 as before, and choose Hy E Yy\Ya<).

Then G = (Hy x II Ga\ E LV Y„, and by an argument similar to that above, G G

In order to state finally that L is not a sublattice of T, it remains to be

determined whether or not there exist varieties having the lex property, and if some

exist, how prevalent they are in L. First, as a lêx product is simply a direct product

of the groups involved, any /-group variety definable solely in terms of its group

operations will have the lex property. Thus, & and £„ (n E N) have the lex

property. In fact, all of the varieties to which reference has been made within this

paper have the lex property, making L very far indeed from being a sublattice of T.
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4.4. Proposition. 91, 91, % (the weakly abelian variety), and S„ (n E N) have

the lex property.

Proof, (i) For G E 91, we wish to show that x\x\ > x2xx for all positive

elements x„ x2 E G„. Let xx = (g, k) and x2 = (h, I) where g, h E G and k, I E

Z. These elements are positive iff k > 0 or k = 0 and g E G + and / > 0 or / = 0

and h E G + . If either k > 0 or / > 0, then 2k + 21 > I + k, making

(g, kf(h, I)2 - (g2A2, 2* + 21) > (hg, l+k) = (h, l)(g, k).

If both k, I = 0, then (g, 0)2(A, 0)2 = (g2h2, 0) > (hg, 0) - (A, 0)(g, 0) since G E

91. Thus, G„ E 91.

(ii) For G E 91, we wish to show that x, A i.x2ïxxlx2) < e for all xx, x2 E Gr

Again letting x, = (g, A) and x2 = (h, I), we have that

(g, *) A (A, 0~!(ft *)"'(*, O - (ft *) A (A-'g-'A, -A),

which equals (g, ¿) if A? < 0 and (g A h~lg~lh, 0) if fc = 0 and (A_1g_,A, -*:) if

k > 0. In all cases, the outcome is less than or equal to (e, 0); so Gs E 91.

(iii) For G E 6¡iS, it is sufficient to show that x2 > x2-1x,x2 for any x2 and

positive x, in G„. Letting x, = (g, &) and x2 = (h, I), with either k > 0 or k = 0

and g E G+, then clearly (g, A)2 = (g2, 2A:) > (fc-'gA, Â:) = (h, iy\g, k)(h, I).

So Gt E <¥.
(iv) To show that §>„ has the lex property, it suffices to show that (G„)# E §>„. Let

G = (ÜJl, G„)/(2°li G„); then G E S„. Let 77„ be the diagonal /-subgroup of
n?l, Gn, with Kn its canonical image in G. Clearly AT„ and G„ are /-isomorphic; let

us denote this /-isomorphism by v. Let g E G correspond to ((0, n), (0, 2«),

(0, 3«), .,,. ) E JJJ1, <?„. Then for any h E Kn, g > h and gh = hg. Hence, the

/-subgroup of G generated by Kn and g is /-isomorphic to (G„)s via the map which

sends hg" to (hv, m) for h E Kn and w E Z. So (Gn), E S„.
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